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Shot clock violation team turnover

Skip to Content Section I – Definition 'shot clock' refers to the timing unit that shows a countdown of the time within which the team holding the ball must attempt a field goal. The shot clock starts at 24 seconds, unless otherwise provided in Rule 7. The shot clock should appear in seconds, except that tenths of a second also appears when the shot clock reaches 4.9 seconds. Title II-Start and stopping the
Shot Clock starts when a team acquires new possession of a ball that is in play. On a throw-in, the shot clock must start when the ball is legally touched on the field by a player. After a jump ball or missed free throw, the shot clock must start when new possession is achieved. After gaining possession of the ball, a team must attempt a field goal before the shot clock expires. In order to constitute a legal field
goal attempt, the following conditions must be observed: The ball must leave the player's hand before the end of the shot clock. After leaving the player's hand(s), the ball must come into contact with the basket ring. A team is considered to be in possession of the ball when it holds, passes or dribbles. The team is considered to be in possession of the ball, even if the ball has been turned away, but the
opponent has not been given possession. Team possession ends when: The ball hits the edge of the offensive team The opponent gets the ball if a ball is touched by a defensive player who does not get the ball in possession, the shot clock must continue to run. If a defensive player is the last to touch the ball before going out-of-bounds or into the basket ring from below, the shot clock is stopped and the
offensive team must be assigned the ball. The offensive team has only the remaining time on the shot clock to attempt a field goal. If the shot clock reads 0, there has been a violation of the shot clock, although the horn may not have sounded. If, for a period of time, there are 24 seconds or less left to play in the period, the shot clock may not work after a change of possession. provided, however, that the
shot clock must be reactivated and reset to 14 seconds when one of the situations described in section iv-d below occurs. If an official inadvertently blows his/her whistle and the shot clock buzzer sounds while the ball is in the air, play must be suspended and play resumed by a jumping ball between two opponents in the center circle whose shot hits the rim and is If the shot does not hit the rim, a shot clock
violation has taken place. If the shot succeeds, the goal must count and the ball incoming as after a successful field goal. It should be noted that even if the official blows his/her whistle, all provisions of the above rule apply. If there is a question as to whether an attempt to score has been before the shot clock expires, the final decision shall be taken in accordance with Article 13 – Title I – a –8. When the
shot clock reads 0 and The ball is dead for a reason other than a defensive three-second violation, kicking violation, beaten ball violation, personal foul or a technical foul of the defensive team, a shot clock violation has occurred. Title III – Put the ball in play after violation If a team does not attempt to reach a field goal within the allotted time, a violation of the shot clock must be called. The ball assigned to
the defensive team on the sideline, closest to the spot where the game was suspended but no closer to the baseline than the free throw line extended. Title IV – The firing clock reset is reset when a special situation arises that warrants such action. The shot clock is never reset on the following: Defensive player is the last to touch the ball before going out-of-bounds or into the basket ring from below
Technical errors or delay-of-game warning on the offensive team Jump ball is retossed as a result of a bad throw, double violation or correctable error Suspension-of-play (other than infection control) Field goal attempt, which fails to touch the rim Jump balls, which is the result of a held ball caused by the defense The shot clock must be reset to 24 seconds whenever the following occurs: Change of
possession from one team to another Personal error where the ball is being inbound in the backcourt Violation, where the ball gets incoming in backcourt Jump balls, which is not the result of a held ball caused by the defense All obvious and punching free kick the shot clock must be reset to 14 seconds at any time : The offensive team is the first to gain possession after a failed free throw that remains in
play, or a failed field goal attempt that contacts the basket ring A loose ball error is called on the defensive team in the sequence immediately after a failed free throw that remains in play, or a failed field goal attempt that contacts the basket ring; provided that the offensive team as a result of the free kick inbound the ball on the frontcourt (NOTE: If the offensive team resulting from a defensive free kick
inbound the ball in the backcourt, Rule 7-Section IV-c-2 applies) The offensive team retains possession when the ball goes off the field in the sequence immediately after a failed free throw that remains in play, or a failed field goal attempt that contacts the basket ring NOTE: Only for the purposes of Rule 7 Section IV-d shall a failed field goal attempt that contacts the basket ring include any live ball from the
playing field that contacts the basket ring of the team in possession. The shot clock must remain the same as when the game was interrupted or reset to 14 seconds, whichever is greater, whenever the following occurs: Personal error of defense where the ball is being inbound in the frontcourt EXCEPTION: Rule 7-Section IV-d-2 Defensive three-second violation Technical errors and/or delay-of-game
warnings on the defensive team Kicked or beaten ball by with the ball being incoming in the offensive team's frontcourt Infection Control Jump balls are retained by the offensive team as a result of any violation by the defensive team during a jumping ball, which results in a frontcourt throw when we break down different types of actions on the field, we tend to look at play-by-play as a guide to understanding
play types. The most common break down we see is the shot type for a field goal attempt. From there we recently tend to discuss the differences between Klay Thompson and his Catch-and-Shoot abilities, James Harden and his Stepback, and Giannis Antetokounmpo's thumping prowess. These are a few examples of all the different types of gunshot types. Almost all of these types of shots are
understandable. But what about other types of statistical categories? For example, how well does a player protect the ball? I choose this category because I've had a long belief that a turnover is as bad as a missed field goal attempt with a defensive rebound. They serve the same purpose as no points scored, while the ball falls back into the opponent's possession. Because of this, my clumsy version of
computing adjusted field goal percentage back in 1997 would be divided by FGA+ TOV. I hadn't thought of points per possession as a high school kid. Despite this philosophy, we've seen that all turnovers aren't created equal, as loose ball turnovers can lead to quick breaks far more often than an offensive foul turnover, or a kick-the-ball-20-row-deep turnover. In our quest to break down revenue, we found
some much lesser known revenue types. In this post, we look at the distribution of revenue, describe some of the lesser known types, and then take a look at a few selected players in terms of their distribution of revenue. Revenue This morning (January 27, 2019) has been 21,280 turnovers. That sounds like a lot, but there have been a total of 734 games played for an average of 29 turnovers a game. It
breaks down to 14-15 turnovers per team per game. Most common revenue types: Live Ball Revenue The most common form of revenue is Bad Pass. This type of turnover is a live ball turnover and has occurred 7570 times during the season. The second most common form of turnover is Lost Ball, another live ball turnover. This happened 3995 times during the season. That means at least 11,565 of the
21,280 turnovers, over half, are live-ball turnovers that potentially turn into quick breaks for opponents. Next most common types: Dead Ball Turnovers After we see 54.34% of revenue being live ball turnover, we saw a flurry of deadball turnovers, such as Offensive Foul (2790 times), Bad Pass: Out-of-Bounds (2,357 times), Traveling (1479 times), and Lost Ball: Out-of-Bounds (1133 times). In total, these
represent a turnover of 7759, resulting in 36.46% of turnover. Team Revenue after these two collections of revenue, we run in shot clock violation, which has 791 times during the season, or about 1 per game. Turnovers occur when a team runs out of time on the shot clock before attempting a field goal that hits the rim. Note: A deflected pass off the rim does not reset the shot clock. Other types of defiance
run through a total of seven types of revenue, we still have at least one other seventeen types of revenue to monitor. Some are quite obvious but rare: offensive goaltending, backcourt offense, double dribble, and kicked Ball. But there are a few pretty little known types of turnovers such as the Illegal Assist, the Offending Screen, Punched Ball, and No Turnover. Yes, revenue No revenue. Before we discuss
the rare type of turnover, here's the breakdown of turnovers from this morning: The No Turnover turnover occurs when possession of basketball is lost prior to a field goal or free throw attempt, but the opponent doesn't get possession of the ball. That's right, there's a turnover category where the opponent doesn't get possession of the ball. Let's take a look at the nuance of this type of error. Preview 1: Julius
Randle vs. Sacramento In the October 19 match-up between the New Orleans Pelicans and Sacramento Kings, Julius Randle became one of the first players to pick up no turnovers. In this game, Darius Miller is guarding Justin Jackson on a drive to the basket that resulted in a miss. Just before Miller secures the rebound, referee Sean Corbin called Julius Randle for a loose ball foul. With the position of
the basketball, the fact that the Kings had given up possession with a missed field goal attempt, and the positioning and timing of errors, the ball was considered a defensive rebound to the Pelicans without securing the ball. This resulted in a turnover as a defensive rebound identifying the transfer of possession to the Pelicans, despite the Pelican never having possession of the ball. Example 2: Joe Harris
vs. Washington In a similar game during a November 16, 2019 match-up between the Brooklyn Nets and Washington Wizards, Joe Harris took a No Turnover turnover when committing a loose ball foul against Washington's Bradley Beal after D'Angelo Russell attempted a field goal. Again, the ball was ruled as an offensive team rebound as free kicks occur during the loose ball scramble, resulting in two
free throws for Washington. In this case, another chance continues in the offensive possession, but no field goal or free throw attempt is credited until Washington gets a chance to shoot. What sets this example apart from above is that in the Pelicans' case, fouler was on defense, while in the Nets' case, fouler is on offense. What this actually shows is the loose ball rebound error after a field goal attempt;
that it is common for play-by-play to be marked as a team rebound for the fouling feast with a No Turnover. Example 3: Non-Foul No Turnovers Loose ball foul on field goal is not the only form of turnover without turnover. In fact, there are situations where a No Turnover occurs and no team loses possession. Consider the NBA's rule book video example. In this case, possession never really ceases for the
red team, but only one turnover is listed. In this case, Portland never gets possession of the ball, but a turnover is noted. This is listed as 2 possessions with a turnover according to possession count. Some might look at this as a possession with no turnover despite being listed. Others may look at this as three possessions with a phantom turnover. Just keep this in mind as you look for the team-to-team
possession count, as this will add in an extra possession and potentially move an identifier, as the team has basketball; depending on your method of possession counting. The Illegal Assist and Excess Timeout The illegal assist is a fun turnover to track. This turnover type identifies players who hang on to the rim in an attempt to use the rim to help for a rebound. So far, it has only happened three times this
season. Of why not enjoy beauty, and potential dangers if you're Derrick Jones Jr. Not to highlight Jones Jr., Reggie Jackson and Jerami Grant are the other two culprits to pull off this stunt this year. There are other types of odd-ball turnovers that also include an instance this season of The Excess Timeout, which occurred during a Dallas Mavericks versus Oklahoma City Thunder game on December 31,
2018. In that game, at 6:43 of the 4th quarter with the Mavericks trailing, Steven Adams tipped in a missed Russell Westbrook field goal attempt. Rick Carlisle immediately calls a timeout, which unfortunately he doesn't have. Despite having time for a Thunder t-shirt throwing game break to discuss things over with his team, Carlisle's gaffe cost the Mavericks their subsequent possession, resulting in a
Westbrook technical free throw. Live Ball Turnover Specialists If the ball is ever going to be flipped, ideally a team would prefer that turnover be a deadball situation, allowing the defense to reset and force an opposing team into a half-court possession. Looking at turnovers throughout the league, we find that the following players have the highest turnover rates that result in live ball turnover. NBA Players
with the highest Live Ball turnovers in the 2018-19 season through January 26. Minimum cut-off of 40 turnovers. Notice who's missing from the Top 25 players? In fact, the Atlanta Hawks lead the league in live ball turnover percentage; which is one of their primary reasons for falling behind in play. That is, 533 of their 868 turnovers are live ball, resulting in potnetial fast breaks, for an astonishing 61.4% of
turnovers. Compare that to Torton's Two Raptors 56%, Minnesota Timberwolves 51%, Golden State Warriors 54%, Brooklyn Nets 54%, and even Chicago Bulls 54%, and you start to see that they're way ahead of teams when it comes to living ball Rate. The third-place team on that list, the Cleveland Cavaliers, only sit at 57%. The second-place team, the Houston Rockets, settle in at 59.96%, but has
created less than 650 turnovers compared to Atlanta's 868. Playing analytics game rates versus counts, that's a difference of three less live ball turnovers a game for Houston when you compare the two teams and their rates. Dead Ball Circulation Specialists On the flip side, by turning live-ball list, we get Dead Ball Turnover Specialists. These players tend to kill the clock when you turn over the ball. While a
team would prefer to avoid turning the ball over, these players at least give their team a chance to set their defense up. NBA Players with the highest Dead Ball turnovers in the 2018-19 season through January 26. Note that these players are primarily post players. This does sens as turnovers tend to be loose ball free kicks, offensive free kicks, and dropped the ball out of bounds. Some featured players are
Aaron Gordon from Orlando, Giannis Antetokounmpo from Milwaukee, PJ Tucker from Houston, Kris Dunn from Chicago and Jayson Tatum from Boston. These players all have significant touch time on the perimeter and run to the basket; but yet their turnovers tend to result in deadball situations. Situations.
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